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Happy New Year!..
Next Meeting
Tuesday, January 6, 6:00pm, Bullock’s BBQ
Program: Out of the Shack and Into the Air
By: Dick Pettit, WA2ROC

Dick, WA2ROC, has presented DFMA programs on
radio controlled aircraft before. But it has been a few
years and things have changed ... Dick reports:
"I have been a licensed radio amateur for 53 years
now and have enjoyed every minute of it. I mainly
focus on vacuum tube high frequency radio
equipment, commonly referred to as ‘boat anchors’
but they certainly keep the workshop warm on cold
winter evenings. I have been asked to present a
program about one of my other hobbies, building and
flying radio controlled model airplanes, a hobby that I
have been involved with for more than 35 years. I'll
show the DFMA members what I have been building
and flying in the last several years, one of my latest
projects and I'll try to answer questions concerning
the new controversy about so-called ‘drones’ and
how my hobby could be ‘grounded’ if rogue drone
pilots violate the upcoming rules being formulated by
the Federal Aviation Administration."

indoors doing our various things (maybe you call it
2013
work, a hobby, a diversion, or an avocation). If it's

something others might enjoy knowing something
about please bring the idea to Dee or me and we'll try
to see if there's a way to make it happen.
I'm sure that you're spending all of your hobby time
building antennas -- since that's what I did today.
Prompted by a discussion of why don't I have an HF
antenna I figured why not start Jan 1st with a positive
spin. Now that it's working, I have to use it. There's
never a W1AW/# station when you're finally ready
for it....
Hope you enjoy the upcoming program on R/C planes
this Tuesday. This one should be a lot of fun.
Live long and have a prosperous new year!
73, Michael, KK4EIB

2015 Christmas Dinner Meeting
Our annual holiday dinner was a great success with
60 people attending (compared to 52 last year). Many
hams brought a spouse to get everyone into the
holiday spirit.
As some of the pictures show, people ate good food
and had great conversations – Ham Radio as it should
be.

President’s Corner
Happy New Year one and all. I trust you've all had an
enjoyable break from your labors and been able to
spend time with your families, friends, and activities
you might not get enough of during the rest of the
year.
I count myself fortunate that I dodged having to
consume fruitcake this year. That hasn't happened in
a number of years so maybe some of you have been
that fortunate, too. I usually end up with a few more
loaves than I really need. If you're looking
for some fruitcake.... well, maybe I can help you out
some day. 
As for other nutty topics, please bear in mind some of
your expansive interests when you encounter various
people as we are always on the prowl for interesting
speakers with something to say to the entirety of you.
I try to keep my shameless plugs to a minimum,
except during the winter when we're holed up

Tucker, KK4UNZ, with father Tim, KJ4OLI, seems
happy to be at the DFMA Christmas Party

As in previous years, toys for children were collected
to be forwarded to the Toys for Tots program run the
the Marine Reserves. This year 45 gifts were
donated.
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We passed the hat to supplement the DFMA’s official
donation which this year was split between the
Durham Rescue Mission and the Food Bank of North
Carolina. Cash donations from members were also
split equally. Those contributing by check were able
to specify the charity of their choice. The grand total
of all contributions this year resulted in $1265.50
going to the Durham Rescue Mission and $765.50
going to the Food Bank of North Carolina.

Ham Breakfast moving from the
Carolina Brewery to the Root
Cellar
A number of hams in the area have been getting
together at the Carolina Brewery in Pittsboro each
Saturday morning starting around 8:30 - 9AM for the
last several years for good food and conversation.
(See story below.)
The Brewery had served as an excellent meeting
place with its breakfast menu and a quiet and
spacious space to stay for a while and have some
good conversation. Unfortunately the Brewery is
shifting their Saturday/Sunday opening hours to a
later time, with some consolidation of menu
offerings.

Food and Talk: Hams at Work

Thanks to all who contributed!We again asked our
members to share Ham Radio New Year’s
Resolutions. We also read their resolutions from last
year to see how they had done. Check out the
meeting minutes for this latest round.

DFMA Dues are Due for 2015
Your DFMA dues are due in January. A PDF of the
dues form(s) is attached with this mailing.
Alternatively, you can always find the form on the
DFMA web site: dfma.org (click on Membership at the
top to get to the right page). Twenty-three people are
already paid up for 2015. Join the crowd!
You now have the option of renewing by PayPal. To
use this option, go to the dfma.org web site and click
on Membership at the top. The rest should be
obvious. If you use this option, do not forget to
update your directory information if any changes
have occurred. You can still use the old membership
form for that and bring it to a meeting or mail it in.
(Currently, we do not accept new membership
applications through PayPal.)
Thirty years ago dues were $12 a year! They are still
$12 a year – now there’s a bargain!.

It can be difficult to find a restaurant meeting place
with all the attributes above, but after much
discussion, exploratory meals by Dee KU4GC and
MK W4MKR, and others’ recommendations, we are
going to try continuing the Saturday morning
tradition at the Root Cellar Restaurant on NC-86N
near the police station just north of downtown
Chapel Hill. The location (see link below) is at
street address 750 on NC-86 north, (also known as
Martin Luther King Blvd) and is in a little strip
shopping center with plenty of parking.
The Root Cellar perhaps better known to you as the
Foster’s Market Restaurant is now open with a new
name. They have a good place near the back to meet
and talk. We talked to a manager about our meeting
there and the only request is that everyone purchase
something... even just a cup of coffee would be fine.
From their web site....
Although our name is new, The Root Cellar has been
firmly anchored within the Chapel Hill community
since 1998 when Chef and Cookbook Author Sara
Foster first opened the restaurant as Foster’s Market,
an expansion of her original Durham location. We’re
proud of our history and are committed to preserving
The Root Cellar as a place to savor comforting scratchmade food and as a community that celebrates
fellowship with family and friends
The breakfast menu offers comparable prices to what
we have enjoyed at the Brewery, and a very good
breakfast selection as shown here
http://rootcellarchapelhill.com/breakfast/
- Dan, KR4UB
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Have Another Meal

Antennas for Everyone

As Dan, KR4UB likes to explain, HAM stands for Have
Another Meal. Since no one seems sure of the true
origin of the term “ham”, Dan's version seems to
resonate with the hobby as it's practiced around
here.

- Max, KO4TV (From the August 1997 DFMA
Link)
(Below is a copy of Max’s article on evaluating antenna
claims and making comparisons. More reprints of
Max’s articles are planned for future editions of the
Link. - Dee, KU4GC, editor)

The DFMA has had a long tradition of dinner
meetings that are a formal part of its structure. Even
the Board meetings are often preceded, in practice,
by a dinner, and for some years the Board meetings
like the membership meetings were actually held in a
restaurant.
A more informal tradition has been the Saturday
morning breakfasts. When I was licensed in 1997,
OCRA had a breakfast gathering spot in Hillsborough
(At the Western Sizzler). That is how I and the rest of
my family (all hams) first got to meet some of the
local hams. This Orange County practice has
continued since then. The restaurants have come and
gone. Some Saturday breakfasts were in the same
building, but the owners and names changed. We
also had breakfasts at Kelsey’s Corner for a while.
When Bojangles came to Hillsborough, the activity
moved there and that has been a hub of Saturday
morning ham activity for many years.
In Durham, at times, ARES members met informally
met at the Cracker Barrel on Saturday mornings.
Other, sometimes ad hoc, gatherings were at a Pizza
Hut.
One problem in all of this is that it was a long drive
for the hams who lived further south and west.
Several years ago, Wayne, KJ4GDW, started a
breakfast tradition at the Carolina Brewery in
Pittsboro. This was obviously much more attractive
for both DFMA and OCRA members from the
Pittsboro and the surrounding area. The excellent
breakfast food and seating in a private room made
this gathering very attractive. More and more people
were willing to drive a fair way to join this gathering.
On one Saturday last fall, all but two of the nine
DFMA Board members happened to show up.
Unfortunately, the Brewery has started the new year
by not opening until brunch at 10am. Thus the
proposed move to the Root Cellar in Chapel Hill. (See
previous story.) But somehow we will Have Another
Meal.
- Dee, KU4GC

Is It Is or Is It Ain’t?

Skyhook Antenna Co. claims that their antenna has “8
dB Gain.” Blue Sky Unlimited claims that their
antenna “Will punch holes through mountain ranges
and violate some laws of physics.” Honest John
antennas claim “6 dB gain over a half-wave dipole.”
Who is most likely telling the truth and who is lying
through their teeth? How is the inexperienced Ham
supposed to know which claims are valid and which
are either exaggerations or even outright lies? Of the
three typical ads above, the only one that even
approaches the truth is Honest John.” He has at least
told you what the claimed gain is referenced to. The
others give nothing but hot air.
For example, Skyhook Antenna Co., claims an 8 dB
gain. 8 dB over what? It's just like the 8 detergents
that claim, Fizz gets clothes twice as clean.” Twice as
clean as what? The next leading detergent, or a
mixture of chimney soot and North Carolina red
mud? Unless we know what the dB gain is referenced
to, the claims are meaningless.
A dB, Or decibel, is not a fixed amount, but a ratio. To
put it simply, 1 dB represents a power change of 26%
from a given reference point. 3 dB means a power
ratio of 2 to 1, or either double or half the reference
amount, depending on whether it is a gain or loss.
Obviously, unless we know what we are comparing a
given antenna to, decibel figures are meaningless.
The usual standard of comparison for Hams is the
half-wave center-fed dipole. This is a very convenient
reference, as it is an antenna that can easily be built
and directly compared. Therefore, if an antenna
claims a power gain of 3 dB over a half-wave dipole,
or simply 3 dB, we can safely assume that it will
produce twice the amount of signal IN ITS
DIRECTION OF MAXIMUM RADIATION. This
distinction is very important, as no antenna can
increase power by itself. It is a passive device, not
capable of producing any gain. It simply redirects its
power in a given direction instead of broadcasting it
out into space in all directions.
There is another reference commonly used by radio
engineers, mostly for microwave calculations, called
the dbi, or dB gain over an isotropic antenna. The
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isotropic antenna is a theoretical antenna which
radiates equally well in all directions. In real life, such
an antenna does not exist, but nevertheless it is
convenient for engineering calculations. The isotropic
antenna has a loss of 2.14 dB compared to a halfwave dipole.
Conversely, the half-wave dipole has a gain of 2.14 dB
over an isotropic antenna. Some less than scrupulous
antenna manufacturers will claim a given dB gain
without telling the customer that they are referring
to an isotropic antenna. This gives them a fudge
factor of 2.14 dB over a half-wave dipole, without
actually telling a big, fat lie! Legal, perhaps, but not
very honest! So, be certain in comparing antennas to
start from the same reference point if you wish to
arrive at an honest answer. This has become such a
problem that ARRL refuses to allow manufacturers to
make any dB gain claims in their publications. One
particular shyster even claimed that his antenna had
a “28 dB gain over a dipole LOG”. That sounds
impressive, until you realize that his abbreviation
LOG did not mean “Logarithm”, but really meant
“Lying on Ground”!
So be very careful; the woods are full of those who
would take advantage of the unknowing and innocent
Ham. Not to imply that all manufacturers are
dishonest, but simply warn you to evaluate all claims
carefully. As my old Pappy used to tell me, “Son, any
offer that looks too good to be true, usually is.” Also,
remember that with antennas, as well as most other
things in life, you don’t get something for nothing.
Any “Gain” from an antenna is at the cost of “Loss” in
some other direction. Antennas work just like a
flashlight. You can hold up a flashlight bulb and get
light in all directions, but not much light. You can
place the same bulb in front of a reflector, and you get
MUCH more light, but only in a particular direction.
Thus it is with antennas. We even call the element
that produces that gain a reflector, as it serves exactly
the same purpose. If you put a magnifying lens in
front of the same bulb, you will get an even more
intense beam of light over a smaller area. This
corresponds to the directors used with beam
antennas.
Well, that’s about it for space, so we’ll see you next
month with more “Antennas for Everyone.”
73, KO4TV Max

Club Meeting Minutes
Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Meeting – 12/02/14 – Dan, KR4UB, Secretary
Location: Bullock’s Barbeque, Durham

Attending: W3AHL, Steve; WA4AHR, Dewey;
KR3AM, Mark; W4BOH, Wilson and Dee Anne;
KK4BPH, Mike and Sandy; WA4BVY, Terry; NC4CD,
Charlie; WD4CEE, Terry; N4CH, Herman and N4RXL,
Donna; KV7D, Adriano; KK4DMS, Dan and Lucy;
KK4EIB, Michael; KU4GC, Dee and W4MKR, M.K.;
W1GWL, Gary; KE4HIH, Rhett and KE4QOZ, Joanna;
WA2JLW, Roy and Patricia; KF4LJZ, Linda; K2MZ,
Duke and Nancy; KG4NEL, Jim; WA4NID, David;
KJ4NPF, Mark and Kristy; W4OFZ, Banks; KJ4OLI,
Tim; W4ORD, Lad and Donna; K0OUX Vic and
Priscilla; WB4P, Skip; KK4PH, Lowell and KB4WFW,
Sharon; K4PHS, Pete and Beverly; KK4QDZ, Bill;
KK4QMB, Jeff; KI4QXJ, Ken; KI4RAN, Bill, Kitty;
W4RWC, Bob; W4SAR, Dave and KD4YJZ, Karen;
KR4UB, Dan and Jean; KK4UNZ, Tucker; KE4UVJ,
Don; KD6VK, Rich; NA4VY, Dave and Carol; N2XZF,
Paul; WB4YYY, Jim and KA4AVM, Sue ; KG4ZWS, Jim
A total of 60 attending, 48 of them hams.
President: Michael, KK4EIB opened the meeting at
7:15pm with introductions.
REPORTS
Vice President – Dee, KU4GC
Dee passed the hat for charitable donations to be
added to the DFMA contribution of $350.00 split 5050 between the Food Bank of Central & Eastern NC
and Durham Rescue Mission.
Wilson, W4BOH reported that he sold the MCU used
tires on Craigslist for $300.00. A motion was made
and passed to add the proceeds to the DFMA
contribution being made to the above relief agencies.
Rich, KD6VK generously donated the $300.00
proceeds from the sale of his generator for
contribution to the above relief agencies.
Regarding the Amateur Extra License Study Group,
the ARRL Extra Class Manual will be the text for the
class. The manual can be ordered at the links below:
- ARRL Website: http://www.arrl.org/shop/ARRLExtra-Class-License-Manual-10th-Edition/
- Amazon.com: http://www.amazon.com/ExtraLicense-Manual-CD-ROM-Amateur/dp/087259517X/
There will be more planning and discussion at the
January club meeting.
Treasurer – MK, W4MKR

Members: 96 (whose dues are current).
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Secretary - Dan, KR4UB
45 toys, books and games were donated by DFMA
members at the annual holiday dinner on 12/02/14.
These thoughtful gifts will bring smiles to the faces of
many children in the local area whose parents are
facing difficult financial times. These gifts were
delivered to the Orange County Department of Social
Services by Jean, KR4UB’s XYL. Thank you all for
your continued generosity.
Repeater Manager – Charlie, NC4CD
In lieu of a repeater report, Charlie made a resolution
that DFMA achieve a 100+ membership for 2015.
Program Presentation
There was no program as such but Dee read the
resolutions from last year and asked each ham to
report on their accomplishments and solicited New
Year’s Resolutions for the next year. A fun time was
had by all in progress and not so much progress
reports.
Dan, KR4UB - To become more “radioactive” on the
HF bands.
Thought I’d signed up for more HAM activity (meaning
Have Another Meal).. Did that! To become more
“radioactive” on the HF bands.
Wilson, W4BOH - Get a tower up. Done! To build a
solid state transmitter (but he is not giving up tubes!)
Forgot about it. Next Year: DXCC
Charlie, NC4CD - Get on the OCRA Monday night 10
meter net. [8pm 28.450 MHz] Next Year!
Herman, N4CH - Get ham gear out of the kitchen, and
out of the living room and … XYL reports failing
miserably! Next Year: Get most? of ham gear out of
kitchen, living room
Adriano, KV7D - Get the IRLP nodes up and working
(both for OCRA and the DFMA) Done! Next Year:
Finish tower and Force 12 Antenna
Tucker, KK4UNZ - Learn morse code Done with
overkill! CW Field Day, W1AW/4, Multi-OP Worldwide.
Next Year: 175 DXCC Count
Tim, KJ4OLI - Keep up with Tucker (KK4UNZ) Hopeless! Next Year: Upgrade to General Class License
Lad, W4ORD - Get a tower up. Next Year, Get a tower
up!
Dewey, WA4AHR - Get a second tower up with a 3
element quad. Have quad, tower ready to go up.
Dave, W4SAR - Break into the top 5 on Field Day.
Applause! #6 position moved to #5, Next Year: #1
Karen, KD4YJZ - She plans to help Dave achieve his
goal. Thank you! Next Year: Extra Class License

Dan, KK4DMS - Hopes to get digital modes working
and to do more DX on HF. Got WAS. Next Year: DXCC
and Extra Class License
Vic, K0OUX - Hopes to complete new shack and to
get out a KW. Tower planted, working on beam
antenna installation.
Skip, N4SKP - Plans to get WAS on 20 meters (with
his stealth, crepe myrtle antenna). Got Triple Play.
Banks, W4OFZ - Hopes to get ham gear older than
50 years out of the house. Great success, all stuff now
at Dee’s or Wilson’s house. Next Year: Stealth Antenna.
MK, W4MKR - She plans to check into more nets.
Done! Keep DFMA bills paid.
Bob, W4RWC - Plans to get his 10 meter antenna
twice as high. Done! Get 80 - 10M antenna up.
Dave, NA4VY - He hopes to Work All Continents with
his Collins rig which is finally working. Worked North
America before it died! Same for next year
Linda, KF4LJZ - Wants to get a mobile rig into her
car (with help from some here, hint, hint) Installed.
Next Year: Attend more meetings.
Jim, WB4YYY - He wants to put up more antennas.
Been taking them down!
Rhett, KE4HIH - Wants to get rid of extra stuff.
Moved to Wilson’s basement! Next Year: Improve
record for getting rid of more.
Bill, KI4RAN - Thanked people for the help he had
been given and planned to get on Echolink more Next
Year: Get Echolink working on Windows 8.
Mark, KJ4NPF - Plans to become more radioactive. A
little more radioactive. Next Year: Still more
radioactive.
Don, KE4UVJ - Plans to 1. get his General license.
Next Year! and 2. pass the recommended FEMA
course for ARES.
Duke, K2MZ - Passed, but then, changed his mind
and reported that his resolution was not to pass. Next
Year not to Pass!
Lowell, KK4PH - Read a “Dream for ARES” written in
“heraldic” language (inspired by watching Lord of the
Rings.) Next Year: Build an Arduino Board
Dee, KU4GC - Recycling (is good, right?) last year’s
resolution to 1. Build a crank-up tower Next Year:
Crank up tower by the end of the year and 2.To get on
the air with CW (done). Making contacts, working
13wpm, contests. New: Complete requirements for
WAS Triple Play.
New Resolutions for 2015
Gary, W1GWL - Work CW, Extra Class License
Dave, WA4NID - More active in ham bands, working
digi modes.
Paul, N2XZF - Get antenna up.
Mark KR3AM - Learn CW
Jeff, KK4QMB - Learn CW and get Extra Class License
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Terry, WD4CEE - Get Extra Class License.
Pete, KK4PH - Get on the air using CW
Roy, WA2JLW - Become proficient with LOTW
Jim, KG4ZWS - Get antenna up.
Terry, WA4BVY - Get on the air on the HF bands.
Party adjourned.

Buy – Sell – Trade
Wanted: Dead Microwave Ovens
I can use dead/dying/unwanted microwave ovens.
The power transformers can be used for power
supply construction. Thanks.
Wilson – W4BOH

Upcoming Events (dfma.org for details)
1/6
1/12
1/12
1/20
2/3
2/7

6pm DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ
7pm VE Session, Orange County EOC
7pm OCRA Meeting, Orange County EOC
7pm DFMA Board Meeting
6pm DFMA Meeting
8:30am Richmond Frost Fest

73 - Dee, KU4GC, Editor
- MK, W4MKR, Proofreader
Send copy to ku4gc@amsat.org
Deadline: one week before the Club Meeting
(Images and copy: KU4GC or as credited)

Web Site: dfma.org

More Party Pictures
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